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Abstract:
The development of new Information Technologies have originated new possibilities
to develop pedagogical methodologies that provide the necessary knowledge and skills
in the Higher Education.
These technologies are built around the use of Internet and other new technologies,
such as the Virtual education, Distance Learning or Longlife Learning. This paper
presents a metadata-based model representation that is used to represent, detect, and
even automatically correct possible pitfalls in the schedule process of a learning design
in e-Learning environments. This metadata-based model can be combined with other
Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques, such as, automated AI planning/scheduling to
monitor how is evolving a particular Learning Design (LD), and to propose solutions
in those modules of the design that learning problems among the students have been
found.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In earlier sixties, [Baran (1964)] the engineers and re-
searchers involved in the development of the ﬁrst computer
networks was thinking about the possibility of building a
resources sharing domain for those people who needed to
solve communication problems where the geographic situ-
ation was a constraint. These people possibly could not
imagine the deep impact of their ideas in our actual infor-
mation society. The evolution of these computer networks,
Copyright c© 200x Inderscience Enterprises Ltd.
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specially once the Internet has been fully deployed, repre-
sents the most successful example, in the brief history of
computer sciences, about the beneﬁts that can be obtained
when sustained investment and commitment to research
and development in information infrastructure is applied
in the society. The use of new information technologies in
Internet, has changed traditional (human) concepts such
as economy, business, commerce, or education. Moreover,
from the evolution of information technologies and com-
puter networks, new research areas like e-business [Jen-
nings (2000)], e-commerce [Lee and Yang (2001); Mobasher
et al. (2000)]) or e-learning [Klamma et al. (2003); Row-
lands (2003); Klamma et al. (2003)], have been created and
successfully deployed in this new environment.
The e-Learning [Kozma (1991)[ research ﬁeld has be-
come a hot topic in recent years. On one hand, many ed-
ucators have seen it as a way to give ﬂexibility and re-use
previous courses stored in a database, or in other elec-
tronic formats [Schmitz et al. (2002)]. On the other hand,
the increasing computing power and the actual network
infrastructure allows to share and distribute these courses
between public institutions and private corporations. E-
Learning techniques are changing the traditional image of
having a classroom, desktops with students and a black-
board. These new educational approaches are evolving to
use the new information technologies, and the Internet,
like a virtual platform where all the involved people can
implement new ways of communication. In this new ed-
ucational environment, the interaction between students
and educators can be modiﬁed in several ways:
• Virtual education can endow the physical courses of
an atemporal mass media, not limited to a speciﬁc
timetable and physical space (sometimes very con-
strained).
• The geographic problems (if they exist) can be
smoothed or simply eliminated.
• It promotes a direct communication at any time or
in any place between educators and students through
the utilization of electronic mail or other technologies
(i.e. IRC channels).
• It is possible to publish/adapt/update/change rele-
vant documentation to make it accessible to anyone.
• Using the new Web-based applications and several re-
lated techniques, like machine learning or Artiﬁcial
Intelligence planning & scheduling, the educators can
manage the learning process for a particular group or
student.
Any professional with experience in education knows
that Internet, or any other kind of software (SW) appli-
cation, cannot replace (completely) lecturers. The interac-
tion in the classrooms between educators and students is
necessary not only to provide some explanations about a
particular topic or problem but this interaction allows to
provide his/her own professional experiences to their stu-
dents. This educator/students interaction constitutes an
important part of the students’ training.
But the integration of e-Learning and Information Tech-
nologies (IT) will be in the closed future a milestone in the
universities that aim to go on, and will provide a way of
assuring and evaluating the quality of education. The ten-
dency will evolve from being experimental initiatives based
on projects, to become an important element in the day-
to-day university activities. We also believe and pursue as
in [European Comission (2004)] this idea.
This paper presents a description of a new metadata-
based model representation that can be used to implement
Learning Designs for the Higher Education. This model
is used to detect and solve problems that could ap-
pear in the learning process. Our proposed metadata
model could be used in e-Learning environments and
educational platforms such as Aula Global (http://
www.uc3m.es), First Class (http:// www.softarc.com),
BlackBoard (http:// www.blackboard.net/),
WebCT (http:// www.webct.com/), LMS
(http://www.lotus.com/lotus/oﬀering6.nsf/wdocs/homepage)
or E-ducativa (http:// www.e-ducativa.com/). The main
features of previous platforms can be summarized as
follows: Internet is used as a repository were students
and educators can store and retrieve documentation;
the communication between students and educators is
achieved using electronic mail, and/or IRC-channels; and
ﬁnally, the student participation in the platform activities
is used by educators to evaluate them.
The proposed metada model for a LD representation de-
velops new valuable possibilities that improve the quality
of the e-learning process. These can be described as fol-
lows:
• It is possible to implement an “annotated” course pro-
gram which incorporates new semantic information re-
lated with the contents of the course.
• The metadata-based model can be used by a planning
module to automatically schedule the diﬀerent educa-
tors and students activities taking into account time
and resources constraints.
• Finally, using both, the Web (or the selected e-
learning platform) as tests/exams repository (de-
signed by educators), and a statistical module to au-
tomatically generate the results obtained by the stu-
dents. It will be possible (using the metadata deﬁned
previously) to automatically modify the LD to im-
prove its quality.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes
how, through a cyclic Longlife Learning process, is possible
to control and monitor the quality of the LD in Higher Ed-
ucation environments. Section 3 shows the proposed meta-
data model for a LD Representation that can be used in
Virtual learning domains and educational platforms. Sec-
tion 4 describes how several AI techniques, like Planning
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and Scheduling, can be used to help in the process of mon-
itoring and quality assurance in the LD. Section 5 shows
an example of a LD and how the planning/scheduling tech-
niques can be used in this domain. Finally, Section 6 sum-
marizes the conclusions of this work.
2 A CYCLIC LONGLIFE PROCESS
Our main goal is to deﬁne several processes that could
be able to monitor the evolution of a speciﬁc course LD.
The evolution of this program could be controlled by the
educators involved in the deployment of the course. To
ensure the quality and to monitor the LD [ Koper (2004)],
it is necessary to use a Longlife process to understand cor-
rectly how the course program is evolving. In this process,
the interaction with the students play an important role.
Figure 1 shows the ﬁve general processes of our approach.
These processes can be summarized as follows:
Modifications 
&
New solutions
Interaction
analysis
Generation
E/S InteractionValidation
Figure 1: Longlife processes of a particular LD.
1. Generation. This process is related to the definition
and deployment of the LD.
2. E/S Interaction. This is a set of subprocesses that
allow the interaction among Educators (E) and Stu-
dents (S).
3. Interaction analysis. From previous E/S interac-
tion, the results obtained need to be analysed.
4. Modifications & New solutions. Using the ob-
served behaviours of the learning objects (using pre-
vious analysis) this process generates new LDs that
try to solve the detected problems.
5. Validation. Finally, the proposed solutions will be
validated and approved by one or several educators.
Figure 2 shows how this cyclic process can be decom-
posed into more detailed subprocesses. These subprocesses
are:
Students
Students
Interaction
Planner/Scheduler
Verification
Validation
and Approval
Process
Tests, exams
evaluations
statistical
information
Educators
...............
...............
1.1. The progress of abstraction
1. Introduction to objects
0. Introduction
0.3. .......
0.2. Learning Java
2. Everything is an object
3. Controlling program flow
1.2. An object has an interface
1.3. The hidden implementation
1.4. Reusing the implementation
1.5. Inheritance: reusing the interface
0.1. Prerequisites 
1.5.2. Is−a vs Is−like−a relationships
1.5.1. Overridingbase−classfunctionality
Modification process
Problems Analysis
educators
metada
Learning Design
Generation Deployment
Learning Design
Educators
Revised
Learning Design analysis process
Learning Design  generation process
New Learning Designs
Learning Design
Educators/Students     Interaction process
Figure 2: Detailed Longlife cyclic processes.
• Learning Design Generation. Initially the educator
must deﬁne the units of learning. However, to allow
automatic reasoning about the evolution and results
of this program, it is necessary to add other metadata
information. Therefore, several new features for units
of learning will be added to the general information
of the learning design. Section shows how to deﬁne a
metadata-based LD.
• Learning Design Deployment. Once the program has
been deﬁned by the educators, this will be deployed
through the use of a particular e-learning platform.
This platform should be able to provide at least two
main features. On the one hand, to provide the course
documentation and to allow the necessary interaction
between studens and educators. On the other hand, to
provide some evaluation tools that allow the educators
obtaining quantitative data about the current state
of the knowledge acquired by the students. Previous
features are frequently implemented in most of the e-
Learning platforms.
• Educators/Students Interaction. For this paper,
the more important interaction process between the
course design and the students are implemented
through the implementation of several speciﬁc tests
(designed by educators) that will be completed by the
students.
• Learning Design analysis process. This process is car-
ried out using the statistical results obtained from pre-
vious process. This process allows obtaining quanti-
tative measures about how the knowledge (learned in
several units) has being acquired by the students.
• Planner/Scheduler. Dynamically the contents of the
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course can be modiﬁed using the current evaluations
obtained from the student interaction, and from the
metadata included in the course program. This pro-
cess will be carried out by an intelligent module whose
reasoning process is achieved using automated plan-
ning/scheduling techniques. The automatic LD pro-
cess is analysed in Section 5.
• Validation Process. Finally, the proposed changes by
the intelligent module will be analysed and approved
by the team of involved educators. This process will
be divided into three subprocesses: Verification, if the
proposed changes in the LD are pedagogical coher-
ent, Validation if the real deployment of these mod-
iﬁcations is possible, and then the Approval of the
selected modiﬁcations. Finally, the modiﬁcations ap-
proved will be provided to the e-Learning platform as
the new course design for the next (academic) year.
Previous processes will be repeated until the quality pa-
rameters deﬁned by the educators have been achieved (i.e.
number of students that are able to ﬁnish the course, stu-
dents dedication time to the course, etc. . . ). These pro-
cesses need to be carried out during several (academic)
years, so the use of several AI techniques, such as planning
and scheduling, allow to modify dynamically these designs
and provide advice about what elements in a LD could (or
should) be modiﬁed.
3 A METADATA-BASED MODEL REPRESENTATION
This section describes how to deﬁne and implement a
metadata-based model of a LD. This new extended repre-
sentation of a classical course program will be used by an
intelligent module (planner/scheduler) to reason about the
detected problems (if exists) and will be able to propose
new solutions to solve them. To deﬁne and monitor a LD,
it is necessary to add the following information:
• Learning Design structure. This information repre-
sents all the information related with the contents of
the course [Sicilia (2005)]. Usually, any course can
be divided in several topics that can be subdivided
into other subtopics. This topics represent the learn-
ing contents to be given to the students. We consider
that any course can be structured into chapters, sec-
tions and subsections (the bibliography refers to these
elements as Unit of Learning, or Unit of Study).
• Annotations. They are comments in natural language
provided by educators to describe any important char-
acteristic of a particular Unit of Learning.
• Dependencies. This information is used to deﬁne log-
ical relationships between the diﬀerent Unit of Learn-
ing. These dependencies are deﬁned by the educators
and represent the logical order between diﬀerent units
of learning in the course. There exist two possible kind
of dependencies:
– Strong dependencies. These kind of dependencies
represent both, an order relation and several se-
mantic relationships between several units in the
LD. When these dependencies are used means
that these units belong to a super-knowledge
item, i.e. if a strong dependency is deﬁned be-
tween two units A (“Introduction to objects”) and
B (“Everything is an object”) means that it is
necessary to give both units (in the orderA→ B)
to understand correctly the concept of “object”.
– Weak dependencies. A weak dependency only
represents an order relation between two units
of the learning design. When one of these de-
pendencies are deﬁned between A and B units,
means that it is necessary to give the unit A be-
fore to access unit B. However, it should be pos-
sible to avoid B and jump to other units. For
instance, if we have a unit A (“Controlling pro-
gram flow”) where the syntax, and other basic
concepts, of a programming languague are ex-
plained, we could access later to a unit B (“Ini-
tialization and cleanup”) where is explained how
is cleaned or initializated an object, or to a unit
C (“The Java IO system”) that describes the
Input/Output mechanisms implemented in this
languague.
• Priority. Any unit in the LD will have asigned a prior-
ity between a maximum (represents any essential unit
of learning for the students) and a minimum value
(represents a unit of learning that can be relaxed from
the course). These values will be assigned by educa-
tors. Currently, we have deﬁned a numerical value
from 10 (maximum priority) to 0 (minimum priority).
• Time duration. This is a tuple: (min,med,max), that
represents the minimum, medium and maximum time
required to acquire the unit of learning from a module
of the LD. Each unit of learning is divided into time
units (we consider as a time unit = one hour), this
tuple represents the eﬀort from the educators to give
the diﬀerent units.
• Roles. These metadata allow to deﬁne the roles that
the people on the LD can play. There are two kinds
of roles used to represent people: learner or staﬀ (ed-
ucators), Although individuals are not generalisable
components, roles are. Each role deﬁnes the potential
competencies that exist in the design and they are de-
ﬁned independently of the persons to whom the roles
will be assigned.
• Resources. There are several types of resources that
can be considered: web content, imsld content, per-
son, services (i.e. chats or discussions forums) and
available tools. In the LD, we need to have in mind
the resources available to achieve the learning objec-
tives.
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• Pedagogical complexity. This semantic parameter is
deﬁned by educators to represent the knowledge diﬃ-
culty of a particular unit of the course. Currently it is
possible to use the following values: (trivial, very low,
low, medium, high, very high, extreme).
Using the previous data (speciﬁc information about the
course) and metadata (information about other features
of the course), is possible to implement a new metadata-
based model representation of a LD. Figure 3 shows an
schematic representation of this metadata-based model.
0. Introduction
0.1
0.2
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.2
3. Controlling program flow
14. Multiple threads
Apendix A. Using non−Java code
...............
...............
1.1. The progress of abstraction
1. Introduction to objects
0. Introduction
0.3. .......
0.2. Learning Java
2. Everything is an object
3. Controlling program flow
1.2. An object has an interface
1.3. The hidden implementation
1.4. Reusing the implementation
1.5. Inheritance: reusing the interface
0.1. Prerequisites 
1.5.2. Is−a vs Is−like−a relationships
1.5.1. Overridingbase−classfunctionality
Course Program Structure
Knowledge Items
Priority =9
Annontation= none
Priority = 3
Complexity = very  low
Complexity = low
Priority =10
Priority =6
Complexity = medium
Complexity = medium
Priority =10
Complexity = medium
Priority =2
Complexity = very high
Complexity = extrem
Metadata
Time duration =(3,5,7)
Priority =0
Annotation= necessary 9
Annotation= none
Annotation= none
Annotation= none
Annotation= none
Annotation = JNI, Corba
1. Introduction to objects
Time duration =(4,6,10)
Time duration =(1,3,5)
Time duration =(5,8,10)
Time duration =(1,2,5)
Time duration =(1,2,3)
Time duration =(1,2,3)
Figure 3: A metadata-based model for a course program.
As Figure 3 shows, the metadata can be deﬁned for each
unit of learning (chapter, module, section) o sub-units. For
example, in the ﬁrst unit (introduction) the metadata has
only being declared once, therefore all their sub-units in-
herit this metadata. However, in the second unit (Intro-
duction to objects), the general unit has its own metadata,
but it has also being deﬁned some information in other sub-
units, such as 1.2 and 1.5.1. This metadata deﬁnition level
will aﬀect directly to other important processes like plan-
ning and scheduling because some of this information (time
duration and priority) will be used in the process. There-
fore, only with those knowledge items that have deﬁned its
metadata will be suitable to be used, and modiﬁed, by the
intelligent module.
Figure 4 shows a possible Java LD that has been imple-
mented using a well known Java Book used by engineering
students in diﬀerent Universities, the Bruce Eckel (2002)
book. From this simple index it is possible to deﬁne a
new semantic for a Java Learning Design by adding the
information described previously.
Figure 5 shows the deﬁnition of the (learning concepts)
dependencies between the diﬀerent units of learning. These
dependencies perform a learning graph that describes how
Foreword
0:Introduction
0.1. Prerequisites
0.2. Learning Java
.....
1: Introduction to objects
1.1. The progress of abstraction
1.2. An object has an interface
1.3. The hidden implementation
1.4. Reusing the implementation
1.5. Inheritance: reusing the interface
1.5.1. Overriding base-class functionality
1.5.2 Is-a vs. is-like-a relationships
.....
2: Everything is an object
3: Controlling program flow
4: Initialization and cleanup
5: Hiding the implementation
6: Reusing classes
7: Polymorphism
8: Holding your objects
9: Error handling with exceptions
10: The Java IO system
11: Run-time type identification
12: Passing and returning objects
13: Creating windows and applets
14: Multiple threads
15: Network programming
......
A: Using non-Java code
......
Figure 4: A LD from the Bruce Eckel’s Java book.
the course can be developed. If the time duration data is
added to this graph, a new graph with the related time
restrictions could be generated.
0 1 2
3
4 5 6 7 8
13
14
1512
Strong dependency
Weak dependency
11109
Figure 5: Graph dependencies representation for a Java LD
The strong dependencies showed in previous ﬁgures
mean that the educators have deﬁned four blocks of units of
learning. Therefore, when any of their units is given to the
students it should be mandatory to ﬁnish with the other
related units to achieve the desired learning goals. Table 1
shows the four learning blocks, the contents extracted from
the LD (see Figure 4), and the semantic meaning for each
block.
With the metadata-based representation showed in this
section, and using the previous Java index 1 to perform
the Learning Design structure, the educators could be able
1The complete table of contents is available at
http://www.codeguru.com/java/tij/tij c.shtml
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Table 1: Knowledge blocks deﬁned using strong dependencies.
Block Item Description Learning contents
1 0 Introduction Basic definition concepts
1 Introduction to objects in Object Oriented
2 Everything is an object Programming (OOP)
2 4 Initialization Management and
and cleanup initialization
5 Hiding the of objects, interface
implementation definition
3 6 Reusing classes Use of basic concepts
7 Polymorphism in OOP such us inter-
8 Holding your objects faces or inheritance
4 9 Error handling Error treatment
with exceptions in Java
10 The Java IO system and IO mechanisms
to deﬁne and implement a semantic design that can be
used later for other kind of systems to reason about the
behaviour of the proposed course (through the interaction
with the students).
4 AI TECHNIQUES FOR AUTOMATIC LD
In the last few years an increasing development of
workﬂow tools for e-learning (activity management within
learning) have emerged. Usually, the task of deﬁning the
LD for a course is performed with the aid of a set of tools
that allow the graphical representation, together with the
relations among the activities that occur within the pro-
cesses. This task is just performed by drag and drop activi-
ties into the workspace of a Learning Activity Management
System (LAMS) and the use of connecting arrows to or-
ganise the activities into a sequential workﬂow. Learning
activities may be sequenced or otherwise structured care-
fully and deliberately in a learning workﬂow to promote
more eﬀective learning.
Workﬂow systems for companies hold the promise of fa-
cilitating the everyday operation of many companies and
work environments. Despite the popularity of these prod-
ucts, there is still a lack of maturity in some respect, i.e. a
lack of a semantic associated to the models or an easy way
to reason about that semantic. We identify the same prob-
lems in these learning tools and those problems as shown
in R-Moreno and Kearney (2002), could be overcome us-
ing techniques coming from other ﬁelds such as Artiﬁcial
Intelligence (AI).
The AI community and in particular the planning and
scheduling ﬁeld, has been applying successful techniques in
diﬀerent and complex domains like robotics [Estlin et al.
(1999)], satellites [R-Moreno et al. (2004)], workﬂow [R-
Moreno and Kearney (2002)] or military logistics [Tate and
Whiter (1984)]. In these domains, there are activities that
must be performed in a temporal horizon that consume or
produce resources. During execution, completion of activ-
ities, and delays and other problems are detected to take
the appropriate measures (rectify the situation, or in more
drastic cases, a new plan) to satisfy the goals. In order
to represent this information, rich representation models
are needed, the majority of them based on predicate logic
as is the case of the planning standard language, pddl2.2
[Edelkamp and Hoﬀmann (2004)].
AI P& S consists of a set of techniques that enable eﬃ-
cient searching for solutions of problems with time and re-
sources. Traditionally, there is a clear subdivision of tech-
niques and roles that belong to planning and scheduling.
Planning generates a plan (sequence or parallelization of
activities) such that it achieves a set of goals given an ini-
tial state and satisfying a set of domain constraints repre-
sented in operators schemas. In scheduling systems, activ-
ities are organised along the time line having in mind the
resources available. These systems can perfectly handle
temporal reasoning and resource consumption, together
with some quality criteria (usually focused around time
or resource consumption) but they cannot produce the
needed activities and their precedence relations given that
they lack an expressive language to represent the activities.
Traditionally, planning was ﬁrst performed and the solu-
tion was given as an input to the scheduling systems. So
in these systems, the user should ﬁrst supply a domain de-
scription that is composed of a set of operators that allow
the planner to go from a deﬁned initial state to a state in
which a set of goals is fulﬁlled in a given deadline. Nowa-
days it is being an increasing interest to integrate these
two ﬁelds because of real domains needs. From this per-
spective, by combining scheduling and planning systems
synergistically the weaknesses of both areas can be solved.
Then, systems as ipss [R-Moreno et al. (2004)], sapa [Do
and Kambhampati (2003)], IxTeT [Ghallab and Laruelle
(1994)] or JSHOP2 [Ilghami and Nau (2003)] are suitable
candidate to solve this type of problems. The last planner
belongs to what is known as HTN planners. The rest to
strips-style planners [Fikes and Nilsson (1971)].
An instance of a LD in this new Higher Education Area
is analogous to a plan in AI. A Higher Education course
includes allocation of resources (learning objects store in
diﬀerent web sites, teachers from several universities col-
laborating in the same master course, etc) and target start
and end times, while in AI terminology this task is usually
performed by scheduling techniques.
Using a high level description, the inputs of a planner
are:
- Domain theory: the strips representation originally
proposed by Fikes and Nilsson is one of the most
widely used alternatives [Fikes and Nilsson (1971)]. It
was introduced to overcome what were seen as compu-
tational diﬃculties in using states to construct plans.
In the strips representation, a world state is rep-
resented by a set of logical formulae, the conjunc-
tion of which is intended to describe the given state.
Actions are represented by so-called operators. An
operator consists of pre-conditions (conditions that
must be true to allow the action execution), and post-
conditions or eﬀects (usually constituted of an add
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list and a delete list). The add list speciﬁes the set
of formulae that are true in the resulting state while
the delete list speciﬁes the set of formulae that are
no longer true and must be deleted from the descrip-
tion of the state. Each course can be deﬁned in terms
of a set of learning activities that are performed by
students. Therefore, there is a strong relation be-
tween operators in planning and learning activities to
perform in order a student to successfully complete a
course in learning environments.
In htn planners, actions are usually called tasks, and
correspond to state transitions. A task network is a
collection of tasks that need to be carried out, together
with constraints on the order in which tasks can be
performed.
The primary diﬀerence between htn planners and
strips-style planners is in what they plan for, and
how they plan for it. In the second one, the objec-
tive is to ﬁnd an ordered set of actions that will bring
the world to a state that satisﬁes certain conditions
or attainments goals. Planning proceeds by ﬁnding
operators that have the desired eﬀects and by making
the preconditions of those operators into subgoals. In
contrast the ﬁrst one searches for plans that accom-
plish task networks, which can include things other
than just attainment goals. But methods must con-
tain all possible ways tasks can be achieved, so this is
usually a tedious tasks.
- Problem: is described in terms of an initial state and
goals. Those states are represented by a logical for-
mula that speciﬁes a situation for which one is looking
for a solution. When a student starts a course, s/he
has a previous knowledge and the university that of-
fers the course knows the resources available. As a
result, the student will learn at least the minimum
concepts required in the course for a given time.
- Initial state: in planning, one has to specify the start-
ing situation of the posed problem. Examples of initial
states would be: the previous knowledge of the stu-
dents, the resources that the course uses and when
they are available, the maximum number of student
for each teacher, the priority of each module, etc.
- Goals: are often viewed as speciﬁcations for a plan.
This concept is equivalent to the learning goals in
learning environments. They describe the successful
behaviours that execution of the plan should produce:
specify what one would like to be true at the end of
the solution of the problem for a given time. In our
case, that the student is able to apply critical thinking
about a speciﬁc subject.
For scheduling systems, many techniques used in this
area come from the Operational Research (or) area (i.e.,
branch and bound, simulated annealing, lagrangian relax-
ation). Lately, Constraint Programming (cp) has been ap-
plied to the diﬀerent scheduling problems with very good
results. Two common problems in scheduling are the Job-
Shop Scheduling and the RCPSPmax problem [Kolisch and
Hartmann (1999)].
The Job-Shop Scheduling problem consists of a ﬁnite set
of n jobs, each job consists of a chain of operations; and
a ﬁnite set of m machines, each machine can handle at
most one operation at a time. Each operation needs to be
processed during an uninterrupted period of a given length
on a given machine. The purpose is to ﬁnd an allocation
of the operations to time intervals to machines, that has
minimal length.
RCPSPmax consists of a set of activities where two kinds
of constraints can be interrelated:
• Precedence constraints that force that an activity can-
not start before its predecessor activities.
• Resource constraints among activities that consume
the same resource due to the limited capacity.
The objective is to ﬁnd precedence and resource assign-
ments for all the activities in the horizon imposed.
These two problems that the Schedule area perfectly
solves, can be seen as a generalization of the LD Schedul-
ing Problem. In this case, instead of having machines and
jobs, we have students and teachers, and units of learning
in courses.
Each unit (operation) needs to be processed during a pe-
riod of time for a given student (machines), and the unit
will be supervised by a learner. The course will also have a
limited duration (deadline). Each learner will also have a
maximum number of students (we consider a learner as a
resource with a total resource capacity given by the num-
ber of students). We need to know the initial and end
time of each unit of learning considering precedences con-
straints among them. The variable values are imposed by
the problem conditions: learning activity durations, course
duration, number of learners, etc.
As a result of AI integrated planner & scheduler sys-
tems, they generate as an output a plan or set of plans if a
solution exists for the given deadline. A plan can be seen
as a sequence of operator applications (learning activities)
with a speciﬁc duration that can lead from the initial state
to a state in which the goals are reached with the resources
available.
5 AN AUTOMATIC LD: A CASE STUDY
This section shows how the Java LD example deﬁned
using the metadata-based representation in Section , and
the information generated from the Educators/Students
Interaction, can be applied into a particular Plan-
ner/Scheduler to generate new LDs courses that solve the
detected problems.
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Let us suppose that two students (Mary and Tony) with
diﬀerent programming skills, have signed on a Java pro-
gramming course in a particular European University. Af-
ter the registration, those students have an entrance test
to evaluate their knowledge and their psychological model.
This test that can be performed through the Web, will al-
low us to deﬁne and know the student proﬁle. Actually,
when a student starts a course, the student previous knowl-
edge is uncertain and the teacher does not know what can
be the main diﬃculties that he/she has to face with. Also,
if this were feasible, in most of the European Universi-
ties, there are too many students to perform a personalised
monitoring.
Thanks to the new Information Technologies and
well made tests, this information can be known almost
immediately and it will be automatically translated into
the initial state of a planning problem. In our example,
Mary has basic programming knowledge and she is a
quite active student, and Tony has more programming
knowledge but he has a passive learning aptitude. Of
course, we are considering a small problem subset of the
obtained results.
At the beginning both students will start the course with
the ﬁrst unit of learning: “Introduction”. The scheduler
will assign the same duration (2 hours, that is, the mini-
mum time duration) to both of them due to the low prior-
ity and complexity values. Until know, there are not many
options for the scheduler to plan for diﬀerent solutions.
After one or several units, let us suppose that an exam
is planned. The students are now in the “Controlling pro-
gram ﬂow” unit of learning, and thanks to the tests, we
have a personalised knowledge of the weak points of the
already learnt subunits. From the results we can know
that the in the “Inheritance: reusing the interface” sub-
unit both students had bad results so a failure in the LD
has been detected. This information is saved for the future
LD revisions. In this situation, the pedagogical responsi-
ble can decide to add more examples and learning objects
to this subunit, what implies the increase in the minimum,
medium and maximum duration time. This increase of
time in one of the modules will produce a reduction in
other modules in order to keep consistency with the global
course duration (deadline). That decision will be made
automatically by the scheduler, but it is the responsibility
of the pedagogue to check the consistency from the peda-
gogical point of view.
It would be recommended for our two students to revise
again those concepts learnt on the sub-unit 1.5 for the unit
of learning that they are going to start. In this situation,
the scheduler helps again the tutor in re-planning the rest
of the course, adding new learning objects that the stu-
dents can consult, increasing the number of hours in this
unit of learning and adjusting the rest of units.
In this process there are several learning activities to
perform that are common to all the LD (for pedagog-
ical reasons we are just considering three general ac-
tivities): LD General Descomposition, LD Selection or
LD Composition. These learning activities can be per-
formed by any of the resources implied in the LD, having
in mind the availability and the roles that they can play.
Figure 6 shows a Selection learning activity using the
syntax of the integrated planner and scheduler system
IPSS [R-Moreno et al. (2004)]. For a HTN approach in-
stead of a strip-based one, refer to [Ullrich (2000)].
(OPERATOR LD_Selection
(params <lo> <st>)
(preconds
((<lo> LEARNING_OBJECT )
(<st> STUDENT)
(<t0> TEACHER)
(<c0> CONCEPT)
(<c1> (and CONCEPT (diff <c0> <c1>)))
(<il> (and INTERACTIVITY_LEVEL
(gen-from-pred (interactivity-level
<lo> <il>))
(> <il> 3))))
(<p0> (and PRIORITY (gen-from-pred
(priority <c1> <p0>))
(>= <p0> 6))))
(and (part-of <c0> <c1>)
(knows <st> <c0>)
(adquired-concept <lo> <c1>)))
(effects
()
((add (knows <st> <c1>)))
(resources
((<req-from-teach> (and CAPACITY
(resource-from-pred
(availability
<t0> <req-from-teach>)))))
(constraints
((<duration> (and DURATION
(constraint-from-pred
(duration <c1> <duration>)))))
((DURATION <duration>)))
(costs
((<r0> ROLE (cost-from-pred
(Expert_Level <t0> <r0>))))
((EXPERT_LEVEL <role>))))
Figure 6: ipss operator corresponding to a LD Selection activity.
The precondition of the LD Selection activity checks if
there is a concept (<c0>) that is part of another con-
cept (<c1>). The student knows the ﬁrst concept and the
concept we want the student to acquire is available in a
learning object with a level of interactivity greater than
3. The concept to acquire must have a priority equal or
higher than 6. As a post-condition, the execution of the
activity will cause that the student acquires the concept.
The ﬁeld param visualises the values of the variables asso-
ciated with the activity when IPSS (or any other planner)
instantiates them in the plan.
The variable <c0> is used to represent the element in-
stantiated by ipss among the possible concepts that the
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problem might have (i.e. oo-programming).
The resource-from-pred function binds the capacity of
the resource required to perform the learning activity. The
function checks that the value is not higher than the global
capacity of the resource. In the example of Figure 7, Dr.
Russel has assigned a student monitoring of 30, surpassed
that capacity, the system has to ﬁnd another learner avail-
able to supervise the student.
The cost-from-pred function generates a list of values
using the information of the current state to compute the
eﬀective cost of performing the activity under a deﬁned
metric. IPSS allows deﬁning more than one metric and
when looking for solution it tries to ﬁnd a solution which
minimise/maximise a deﬁne metric. In our case, we want
the activities to be performed by high qualiﬁed experts.
Then, this variable is speciﬁed by the role that the learner
belongs to (i.e. senior teacher, junior teacher, etc) and
IPSS will try to assign to the activities, teachers that be-
longs to the higher levels of the hierarchy.
The duration value is speciﬁed in the constraints ﬁeld
by the constraint-from-pred function. This function allows
specifying the minimum, medium and maximum value of
the duration for learning a concept and let the schedule
module of ipss reason about it. Also, through this func-
tion we can specify temporal windows in the operator start
time. For example, that one activity must start 30 hours
after the beginning of the course.
With respect to the problem deﬁnition, Figure 7 shows
the initial conditions, some of them generated automati-
cally from the test solved by the students, and other, from
the staﬀ structure involved in the problem. This includes
issues such as which concept is part of another (part-of
basic-programming oo-programming), a concept that a
student knows (knows Mary basic-programming), the
priority of a concept (priority Introduction 3), etc
The Figure also shows the goals that ipss needs to ac-
complish. In this case, two only goals: that Mary and Tony
acquire the knowledge in OOP using Java.
With these conditions ipss generates a plan (or learning
design) with resources, roles and times assigned to each
learning activity.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented two main contributions. On
the one hand, a metadata-based model to represent any
course program in Higher (or other) Education has been
deﬁned. This model has been applied in a particular LD
example to show how the metadata can be used to add
semantic content. On the other hand, this paper has
presented an Artiﬁcial Intelligence approach, that allows
through the use of automatic planning and scheduling,
reasoning about the problems detected in the evolution
of a LD, and how this design can be automatically
modiﬁed to propose new solutions. This technique can be
integrated in any Learning Activity Management System
(LAMS) for the automatic learning design generation.
(part-of basic-programming procedural-programming)
(part-of basic-programming oo-programming)
(requires-of oo-programming procedural-programming)
(duration Introduction (1 2 3))
(complexity Introduction very_low)
(priority Introduction 3)
(annontation Introduction none)
(availability Dr. Russel 30)
(adquired-concept learning_object1
procedural-programming)
(interactivity-level learning_object1 3)
(knows Mary basic-programming)
(learning-style Mary active)
(knows Tony procedural-programming)
(learning-style Tony passive)
(is-lenguage Java oo-programming)
...
(goal (and (knows Mary Java) (knows Tony Java) ))))
Figure 7: Problem representation of the model of Figure 3.
In the next future the authors wish to deploy both, the
metadata-based representation and the intelligent Plan-
ner/Scheduler module into an e-Learning platform to allow
the real interaction with the students. Currently, all the
experimental evaluation of this technique has been carried
out through a simulation process, where the possible “stu-
dents problems” were simulated.
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